Erratum

In the article by Hao et al. entitled “Risk Factors and Nomogram for Pancreatic Stone Formation in Chronic Pancreatitis over a Long-Term Course: A Cohort of 2,153 Patients” [Digestion. 2019 Jun 25;1–11, DOI: 10.1159/000500941], the affiliation “c” of Yu Liu, Teng Wang, Hong-Lei Guo, Jun Pan, Dan Wang, Ya-Wei Bi, Lei Xin, Jin-Huan Lin, Di Zhang, Xiang-Peng Zeng, Wen-Bin Zou, Hui Chen, Zhuo Liao, Zhao-Shen Li, and Liang-Hao Hu was mistakenly added. The only affiliation is “Department of Gastroenterology, Changhai Hospital, The Second Military Medical University, Shanghai, China”.